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BODYBUILDING PACKAGES
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$550PP - Minimum of 4 ppl booking

Great for a team of competitors or group 
of friends. This package captures your 
entire day’s journey in a unique candid 

photography style as well as a 30 
minute fitness photoshoot the day after 

your competition. 

This is the VIP treatment, showcasing all 
your hard work and the memories of the day. 
This package includes: hair/make-up, team 
photos, behind the scenes at comp, pump 
up, side stage photos and a gym/beach 
photoshoot the day after the competition.

Package inclusions:
- All competition day images supplied in high 
resolution on a downloadable online gallery
- 10 high resolution edited images from your 

personal photoshoot 

$400PP - Minimum of 4 ppl booking

This package captures your entire day’s 
journey in a unique candid photography 

style. We document the day in a 
way that captures true emotion, 

expressions, friendships and the finer 
details of your experience. 

Package inclusions:
- All competition day images supplied in high 
resolution on a downloadable online gallery

$300PP - 30 minute photoshoot

An on location photoshoot at the gym or 
beach showcasing your style and physique. 
5 high resolution images included and $75/

each thereafter. 

COMPETITION COACHES PROMO
 Get 4+ competitors booked for The VIP 

Experience or The Bodybuilding Journey and 
receive a FREE promotional team video of the 
competition day and a smart phone app of all 

the team competition photos to show off.

ADD ONS
Hard Cover Photo Book - $350

Document these memories in a beautiful 8x8” 
(20x20cm) 20 page hard cover photo book. 

Let us design a unique story-telling book 
using up to 40 of your favourite images. 

Artwork 
Life Portraits offers canvas, acrylic and 

framed wall art as well as unique table art 
and mounts.  Contact us for pricing. 

NOTE: Packages are priced for Brisbane/Gold 
Coast, other locations are $50PP extra. 

The VIP experience The Bodybuilding Journey

The personal fitness shoot

PROMOS/add ONS

capturing your bodybuildling competition journey in a unique candid photography style
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Experience the VIP treatment with Life Portraits!  
We are offering unique journalistic style photography packages to coaches and their athletes to doc-ument their 

bodybuildling journey on competition day. We capture the true essence of your fitness experience, behind the scenes on 
competition day and a personal photoshoot, showcasing your hand crafted physique. These are memories for a lifetime 

that you will cherish forever. See below for our package options. 

Spaces are limited, contact us now to book in your team! For more information email us on 
info@lifeportraits.photography, call 0415 562 045 or message us on our Facebook Page 

www.facebook.com/lifeportraits1/

Welcome to Life Portraits, Internationally Awarded Wedding and Portrait Photographers servicing the 
Brisbane, Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast. Business Partners Andrew Jarvie & Emily Clarke joined their 
skills in photography, journalism, media, branding, design, PR and new media to establish the creative, 

professional and unstoppable LP team.

At Life Portraits we specialise in creating the perfect aesthetic blend of style and emotion to create 
images of those special moments in your life which you and your loved ones can treasure for evermore. 
Good photography doesn’t just capture how someone or something looks, it encapsulates the emotional 

importance of a moment or relationship and preserves it for eternity. Andrew and Emily have been 
awarded internationally for wedding and portrait photography as well as locally for tourism and marketing. 

At Life Portraits we offer the highest quality service both in our photography and our artwork. We 
specialise in wall art, table art and digital packages. 

Congratulations on taking the first steps towards bettering yourself, your health and stepping on stage. 
We look forward to working with you to capture your journey! 

ABOUT LIFE PORTRAITS

Andrew has more than 26 
years’ experience behind the 
camera and is an Internationally 
awarded wedding and portrait 
photographer. He started his 
career in photography as a 
photo-journalist on UK daily 
newspapers. 

He has photographed a range 
of celebrities and political 
figures and his work is regularly 
published.

As a commercial photographer 
he has worked for a range of 
international brands including 
Fosters, ANZ, Hilton Hotels 
and Vodafone as well as for the 
Victorian Government and the 
Australian Defence Force.

As a wedding and family portrait 
photographer Andrew combines 
his experience in commercial 
and reportage photography to 
create images that capture the 
emotion of every moment.

meet Emily meet ANDY
Emily has been passionately 
involved in the photography and 
graphic designer industry for the 
past decade. 

Armed with a Bachelor of New 
Media Arts and a double major in 
Digital Media Design and Digital 
Imaging, she is an inspiring artistic 
photographer and designer 
capturing her subjects in unique and 
expressive ways. 

Emily has an abundance of creative 
energy and loves photographing 
families, children, weddings, fashion, 
beauty and commercial portraits 
with a unique creative flair. 

With the Young Achiever Award 
under her belt and a figure 
competitor medal, Emily is a high 
achiever and has an enthusiastic 
and fun loving personality. She 
captures precious natural moments 
and the personalities of her clients. 

You will always feel comfortable with 
Emily as your photographer. 

Images of your life, for the rest of your life
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Preparing for a bodybuilding competition can be very stressful on both the coach and competitors so we 
want to ensure both parties are familiar with our processes prior to the day. If you have any problems with 
any of the process please let Life Portraits know well in advance to the competition day. We want to ensure 
everything runs smoothly and everyone is happy at the end of the day. 

Booking in the competitors
The coach of a team can contact 
Life Portraits to book in their team 
(4+ competitors for the packages) 
and initiate the booking. Life 
Portraits requires the names of the 
competitors, their contact details and 
email addresses (please ensure this 
permission is granted). 

Life Portraits will then contact each 
competitor individually to send out 
booking proposals, invoices and any 
information necessary. 

Booking Proposal
A booking proposal is emailed out 
to the client detailing the services 
that will be provided,  the price of 
the package, promotional/media 
permissions, a legal portrait contract 
and payment portal to pay for the 
package selected.

This is signed by both the client and 
the photographer electronically via 
our online program and database 
and becomes a legal binding 
document. Once this booking 
proposal is signed, the client can 

pay for their package via the portal 
via paypal, credit card or via bank 
transfer. A receipt will be sent to the 
client once payment is made. 

Promotional Video
If 4+ competitors are booked in with 
Life Portraits the team will get a FREE 
promotional video. This video is 
snippets of behind the scenes during 
makeup/hair, preparing backstage at 
the competition, pumping up, team 
photos and side stage emotions. 

This video also features images from 
your competition day in between 
video footage. The video typically 
goes for 2-4 minutes but may be 
subject to change. 

A proof video will be sent through 
to the coach/team before anything 
is posted or circulated via a private 
Youtube video link. This will give the 
client time to give comments/changes 
before the video is finalised. 

NOTE: Please communicate if there 
are certain things that shouldn’t be 
videod etc or if anyone objects to 

something being videoed. As per the 
booking proposal each client signs 
off permission for their images/video 
to be used in promotional materials, 
however we respect people’s rights if 
they don’t want something shown. 

Planning for the day
The LP team will keep in regular 
contact with the competitors to 
ensure payment has been made, their 
questionnaires have been completed, 
booking proposals signed, their 
personal photoshoots have been 
planned and any questions answered 
before the big day. 

The Life Portraits team will work with 
the coach to compile a run sheet for 
the competition day with hair/makeup 
times for the competitors and approx 
stage times and photo opportunities 
so the team is all aware. 

Social Media
As part of the excitement some sneak 
peaks will be posted on the LP social 
media sites. If you object to this 
please communicate to LP prior to 
your shoot. 

our process
Consumer vs Commercial Photoshoots
The context of a bodybuilding competition is a little 
confusing for some when thinking about the type of 
service we are providing. 

Even if the coach is our lead for the booking the 
competitors are still our direct client therefore the 
booking is classed as a consumer portrait photoshoot. 

When dealing with Life Portraits there is the option of 
the coach being the main contact with Life Portraits and 
speaking on behalf of the team or for each competitor to 
communicate with Life Portraits directly. 

Ultimately the competitors are the direct paying client 
to Life Portraits so we want to ensure that the client is 
happy however also ensuring the coach is happy with 
the services we have provided to them and representing 
their brand accurately. Communication is very important 
in this instance which is why we have clarified the types 
of services below and the importance of communication. 

Consumer photoshoot:
A consumer shoot, also known as a portrait photoshoot, 
is when a consumer is our direct client and we are 
conducting the photoshoot as a personal photoshoot. 

Social Media:
In the world of consumer photography the “sneak 
preview” is a standard practice. This helps to build 
anticipation and excitement in clients before seeing their 
final images. Please inform us immediately if using your 
images for marketing/promotion is not allowed. This is 
detailed in a questionnaire in your booking proposal and 
also signed off in the portrait contract, however no proofs 
of sneak peak collages are sent to clients unless they are 
directly requested. 

Commercial photoshoot:
A commercial photoshoot is that of event coverage, 
media photoshoot, corporate portraits or anything that is 
being used for commercial reasons by the client. 

If the coach commissions Life Portraits to capture 
their team as an event, and provide the images to the 
business commercially, this is a commercial photoshoot. 

Social media:
In the case of a commercial shoot nothing goes out 
without a proofing session being done with the client.

Coach Contract
To ensure positive communication between the coach 
and their competitors we have introduced a coach 
contract very similar to the contract between Life 
Portraits and the competitors. 

This contract also details the services that will be 
provided to your clients and unless stated otherwise, 
all communication is done directly with the clients. The 
coach will also sign a portrait contract to ensure that 
images of their team can be used for marketing and 
promotion. 

A questionnaire will be included in the booking so that 
the coach can communicate their wants/needs out of the 
experience, how they want their brand to be represented 
and any other important information Life Portraits needs 
to know before photographing their competitors and 
team on competition day. 

what to EXPECT
Life Portraits are very passionate about capturing true emotion and documenting life as a journey. The LP 
Bodybuilding packages are the perfect way to capture your bodybuilding experience journey in a unique candid 
photography style or with a personal fitness photoshoot. 

Business partner and photographer Emily, having competed in figure herself and placing very well, LOVES the whole 
process and knows it’s very rewarding at the end when you reach your goals and step on stage. One thing she 
wishes she had of captured was the journey on the big day and a fitness photoshoot. You get so caught up in the 
dedication to your goals that you forget to treat yourself and capture your physique at this amazing point in your life. 

This is why Life Portraits have offered a photojournalism/journey style photography package to the bodybuilding 
teams and atheletes as well as the option for individual portraits!

“I just wanted to say a sincere thankyou 
for all your hard work on the weekend. 
Your skills as a photographer are just 
incredible. Seeing my photos on FB has 
made me cry. I’m so overwhelmed with 
gratitude right now. Never thought that  
I could look that good.”

Monique McLouglin- vosky bodies
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competition day 
If competitors choose either ‘The VIP Experience’ 
or ‘The Bodybuilding Journey’ package they will be 
photographed in a unique and documentive candid 
style by the Life Portraits team. 

We are all about capturing the finer details and this 
package captures your entire day’s journey as well 
as the option of a 30 minute fitness photoshoot the 
day after your competition (The VIP Experience 
package).

This is the VIP treatment, showcasing all your hard 
work and the memories of the day. 

This package includes: hair/make-up, team photos, 
behind the scenes at comp, pump up, side stage 
photos and a gym/beach photoshoot the day after 
the competition.

You won’t even know we are there! The LP team 
stand back and let you enjoy your day and we 
capture the emotions, fun and all of your hard work. 

This is the perfect way to remember your day without 
being staged and we capture the true emotion. 
We are experts when it comes to journalistic style 
photography having backgrounds in new media, 
journalism and PR. personal photoshoots

If competitors choose either ‘The VIP Experience’ or ‘The Personal Fitness Shoot’ package they will have 
the oppotunity to showcase their hard work in a 30-60 minute personal fitness photoshoot. 

This photoshoot is all about showcasing your hard work and you’re amazing physique. Business owner 
Emily, having competed in figure, knows exactly how to pose her clients, male and female, and will direct 
you along the way. 

Client’s have the option of a gym, beach or outdoor setting for their photoshoots, or even a boudoir 
photoshoot. If you have a creative idea for a photoshoot we would LOVE to help make it happen.  

Ideas and planning is discussed with LP before the photoshoot to ensure the photoshoot is customised to 
you. No two photoshoots are the same for us and we want to ensure your personality is also captured. 

A photoshoot is a daunting experience for any person which is why life 
portraits makes it a fun, easy and enjoyable experience. Your session, whether 
it be a full day or personal fitness shoot, we will make it fun and unique to you! 



The digital package includes:

 Pre-session consultation
 One Hour photo shoot
 One hour design session to view your images
 Your favourite 5 images high resolution on USB

Want more images? Upgrade to a 10 digital pack for an 
added $200 ($650) or a 15 digital pack for an added 
$450 ($900). Get 15% off all printed artwork if chosen 
and paid for at your first design session.

Benefits: take your favourite images and have them 
printed yourself at any size required and share with 
family and friends

Portrait packages
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A la Carte: No booking fee, buy what you want The Digital package: $450 paid on booking

The Photo-book package: $400 paid on booking The Wall Art Package: $200 paid on booking

FREE photo-session including:
 Pre-session consultation
 One Hour photo shoot on location/studio
 One hour design session to view your images

Benefits: No up front costs! Only spend what you want 
after seeing the results of your photoshoot. The pricing 
booklet is presented on booking, so there are no 
surprises. LP Artwork includes wall art; canvas, acrylic, 
framed art, lumi tiles and lumi grids; photobooks and 
albums; digital packages; and collection bundles. 

The photo book package includes:
 Pre-session consultation
 One Hour photo shoot
 One hour design session to view your images
 Approximately 35 images designed & displayed    
in a beautiful printed 10x10” hardcover photo-book

Upgrade to a 12x12” book for an added $150 ($550)
Add 10 high res images for just $600. You could have 
this beautiful book and 10 high res images for just 
$1000. A saving of $200!

15% off all additional printed artwork if chosen and paid 
for at your first design session.

Benefits: Take home a large selection of images in 
printed form to be displayed with pride in your home.

The wall art package includes:
 Pre-session consultation
 One Hour photo shoot
 One hour design session to view your images
 Your favourite image as a 12x12” Canvas or a $400 
voucher to spend on any LP artwork of your choice

15% off all printed artwork if chosen and paid for at your 
first design session.

Benefits: Gain a beautiful image for your wall or money 
off buying a selection of wall prints including canvases, 
framed wall prints, acrylic prints or digital packs. Create 
a collection (2 or more wall art pieces) to create a story 
for your wall. A Pricing book and welcome PDF are  
supplied to you with upon booking. 

Payment Options: 
Life Portraits offer a range of payment options 
including cash, credit card, bank transfer and 
Layby - take home Layby spreads the cost of your 
session artwork over 18 months interest free (for 
amounts up to $4000) but take them home now. 
*Layby terms & conditions apply, deposit required on the day of ordering.

At Life Portraits we offer the highest quality service both in our photography and our artwork. All of our art pieces and 
albums are printed to gallery standard using archival inks and materials to ensure you and your family can enjoy your 

art at its original quality for decades. Please find below our portrait packages. 
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After competition day, Life Portraits get straight into post production on your images. We aim to have a turn 
around of a week for your images as we know how exciting it is to see your photographs. See below for the 
process of delivery, editing and publishing your images. 

Online Gallery & Post Production
Competition Day Images:
Your images from competition day will be go through our 
extensive post production process and be uploaded to 
an online gallery for each individual competitor. All  group 
photographs are uploaded to their own gallery and sent 
out with the individual galleries to all competitors. This 
is supplied via email with a link to our online program 
which allows the competitors to download each image 
seperately, submit favourites to us if they want a book etc, 
or download the entire set of images as a zip file. 

Personal Shoot Images:
Your personal shoot will have slight editing done and 
be uploaded to an online gallery for the competitors to 
choose their favourtie images to go through a thorough 
post production process. We ensure our clients are 
looking their best with lighting, exposure, skin and 
background editing completed to ensure their favourite 
images are ready for print. 

Publishing your images
Some collages and sneak peaks will be created and 
posted to the LP facebook page. If you object to this 
being done please let us know, and also if you or your 
clients object to being tagged etc. 

Life Portraits are very invested in their marketing so 
please ensure you communicate clearly if there are any 
issues with our publishing and marketing clauses in our 
portrait contracts. We also regularly create blog posts on 
our events which we would love to do for your competitors 
and team after the event. 

Artwork & Add Ons
Clients also have the option of Life Portraits’ wide range 
of artwork including books, wall art and coffee table art. A 
pricebook of artwork can be supplied if required. 
Our portrait package deals are also detailed on the 
following page. 

delivery of images

Emily recently joined us backstage 
to document our bobybuilding show. 

Absolutely captured the day perfectly 
and was a pleasure to work with! So 

happy to have those memories forever 
now. Thank you so much!!

Kasey morrison - vosky bodies


